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DECEMBER
PERFORMANCE

8.21%
TOTAL TRADES: 5,481

Avg. Profit per trade:    0.0054%

Winning Trade:    3,592 

Losing Trade:   1,899

W/L Ratio:    1.9:1

DECEMBER PICKS:

AVAX BTC ETH OP

ADA MATIC SOL

$108,210

$100,000 traded in December with Earn.World
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Earn.World CCI30 Gold Silver DJI

Earn.World has has outperformed the 
precious metals market, with a growth 
rate of 8.21% compared to the growth of 
4.96% for Silver and 1.30% for Gold.

We have surpassed the renowned market 
index DJI (Dow Jones Industrial Average 
Index), achieving a remarkable 8.21% 
return compared to the growth of 4.42% 
for DJI.

The CCI30 (Cryptocurrencies Index 30) has 
given 13.12% returns

Our success and consistency in generating 
profits are due to our diligent research, 
cutting-edge strategies, and dedication to 
maximizing returns.

COMPARISON  WITH OTHER MARKETS



OUR ANALYSIS

Avalanche - The Avalanche Foundation launched Culture Catalyst, a program aimed at empowering 
creators, sparking innovation, and propelling the adoption of blockchains, resulting in an all-time high 
number of validators and an all-time high number of monthly active users.

Bitcoin - The application of multiple Bitcoin (BTC) exchange-traded funds (ETFs) could significantly 
impact Bitcoin's price. Various BTC-based spot ETFs from financial firms are set to launch, potentially 
introducing a new avenue for investment and increasing Bitcoin's exposure to a broader range of 
investors. This influx of institutional and retail investment could drive up demand and Bitcoin's price.

Ethereum - Ethereum, being the second-largest crypto, will have a positive impact by the ETF's, which 
could potentially be approved. This will expose a wider range of audiences to the crypto market and 
could drive Ethereum's price.
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OUR ANALYSIS

OP

ADA

Optimism - Optimism is pioneering a path towards a collaborative superchain ecosystem—one where all 
chains are on a level playing field.
They have released Optimism Sepolia & Goerli, which is fast, stable, and scalable, attracting more 
Ethereum developers to start buidling on Optimism.

Polkadot - Polkadot recorded the highest number of one-day transactions: 1 million transactions on the 
Polkadot Relay Chain. Also, the number of parachains continued to grow on Polkadot. 50 L1 blockchains 
are now secured by Polkadot.



OUR ANALYSIS

MATIC

SOL

Polygon - Over the last month, Polygon (MATIC) achieved a significant milestone by surging past the 
critical resistance level. Now, as we closely examine its current price movements, it appears that MATIC 
is gearing up for its next move. There are strong indications that it might take a breather and 
consolidate, gathering its strength for the next big leap.

Solana - There are a lot of developments in Solana. Paxos received approval from the NY regulator to 
expand to Solana; a record 72,202 new fungible tokens are minted on Solana. Additionally, Solana 
Network's new and active addresses have reached an all-time high.



www.earn.world 

DISCLAIMER: This report is an overview of the performance of our AI trading bot.
User’s discretion recommended a prior investment decision.


